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This paper describes a system that integrates full-text searching and database technologies for storing XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents and retrieving information from them while providing a uniform interface. Our main goal with this system is to achieve high-performance, because there will be a large amount of XML documents in the near future if XML becomes a standard for structured documents and data exchange. We have therefore developed techniques for achieving high-performance storage and retrieval of XML documents. For full-text searches, we improved the Structure Index + Text Index model, which references both indexes alternately at retrieval. In our improved method, a hierarchical structure query is converted into a flat structure query by referencing just the structure index, then the optimized query can be quickly processed using only the text index. For storage, we developed an offset space, which is an address space in secondary memory that can compactly store any structure, for example, a tree. We use the offset space to solve the problem that occurs in other methods which store the analyzed result of XML documents as multiple relations in an RDB. In our method, the analyzed result can be stored in a single page in the best case. This makes it superior to other methods which store the analysis results in multiple relations so that storage of N relations needs at least N pages. As a result, generally, our method greatly reduces I/O costs.

1. Introduction

For various reasons, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is expected to become a standard for structured documents and data exchange and the next-generation HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language). XML applications are evolving from document exchange, which was XML’s first purpose, to the storage, retrieval, and utilization of documents. This evolution is occurring because XML has the following characteristics:

1) Tractability: XML is text, not binary, so it can be easily referenced and updated by humans.
2) Structure: XML is structured and information can be added to it by adding tags.
3) Independence between data and style
4) Extensibility: XML can define new types of tags.
5) Openness: XML is independent of specific vendors.
6) XML can be used with Web technologies.

XML is especially favored as the next-generation HTML because HTML does not have characteristics 3) and 4) above. We therefore expect that, just as there is now a large volume of accumulated HTML documents, there will be a large amount of XML documents in the future. In addition, as automatic tagging in natural language processing technology becomes more mature, it will become easier to reuse common digital documents as XML documents and the volume of XML documents will grow at a faster rate. We therefore forecast that high-performance retrieval and storage will be more necessary in the near future.
As shown in Figure 1, an XML document is text, but it can include links to other types of data, for example, multimedia data. Because of these links, like HTML documents, an XML document is inherently usable with other types of data. Users should be able to use XML documents and these other types of data in an integrated and uniform manner. Otherwise, they will need to integrate certain systems and APIs to handle XML documents and other types of data.

2. Problems to solve

Quick retrieval of information from a large amount of XML documents requires a full-text search technology which builds and uses indexes consisting of pairs of keywords and document identifiers. However, because database systems usually use a string search technology which parses strings dynamically, they are very slow when there is a large amount of strings and are therefore unsuitable for searching through a large amount of XML documents. Historically, these two technologies and the systems which implement them have developed separately. We therefore need to integrate the technologies of full-text searches and databases to achieve high-performance XML retrieval and storage. Also, when integrating these two heterogeneous systems, it is desirable that the interface looks uniform to users.

Regarding the storage of XML documents, often XML documents are analyzed and then the analysis results (hereafter, referred to as an “analyzed tree”) are stored. To store the analyzed trees, it has been proposed that they be stored in an RDB. Various ways to store the trees in an RDB can be considered; one of them is shown in Figure 2. In this method, an analyzed tree is stored among relations, and links between tuples are traversed using indexes or these relations are joined. That is, the analyzed tree of an XML document is segmented and stored in many pages, which makes the I/O costs high at retrieval. Therefore, we think that the analyzed tree should be stored in as few pages as possible.

Because ordinary full-text search engines can only be used for plain text, they cannot exploit XML's ability to represent repetition and nesting. Therefore, to achieve a high performance, we must adapt these search engines to XML. We describe this problem in detail in Section 4.2.

To increase the processing speed for the re-
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Figure 1
An example of XML.
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Figure 2
XML representation by relation.
retrieval and storage of XML documents, it will be necessary to solve the above problems.

3. Uniform interface and system architecture

To present a uniform interface to users, we selected relations (tables) which are almost the same as the relations of a relational database\(^3\) (Figure 3) and are easy to understand and use. For the data types, we supported the array type for multiple values and the XML type in addition to the integer, string, and variable (variable length) data types.

An XML document is stored into or retrieved from an XML type field as text, so the contents of such a field superficially look like text. However, when it is stored, the contents are analyzed by an XML parser and stored as an analyzed tree. Then, when the contents are retrieved, the analyzed tree is used to compose an XML document. Retrieval operations on XML documents are performed as a selection operation on the field. This makes it possible to retrieve requested information as a set, because generally there are multiple XML documents in a relation.

Figure 4 shows our system architecture for implementing the interface mentioned above. The Relation Engine (RE) performs basic operations for relations and supports the basic operations of database systems, for example, B-tree, buffering, transaction, and recovery.

In the RE, each data type is an independent module, and a new data type can be added. The XML type was added using this mechanism. The XML type includes a full-text search engine which was improved to cope with the hierarchical characteristics of XML documents. This full-text search engine consists of a structure engine and a text engine. The structure engine is used to parse XML documents and manage structure information about them in the structure index. The text engine searches the required XML documents using the text index. The XML type also includes the XML storage, which is used for storing and retrieving the analyzed trees to and from the repository. In the case of retrieval, a query is passed to the XML type through the RE, the text search engine searches for the required documents, and the required parts of the required documents are extracted by the XML storage from the analyzed tree. Then, the result of the query is passed from the XML type to the user through the RE.

4. Implementation

As mentioned in Chapter 3, full-text search technology is built into the XML type and a uniform interface is realized by using a relational interface. In this chapter, we explain the tech-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hobby</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Photo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Matsuoka</td>
<td>baseball</td>
<td>&lt;person&gt;&lt;name&gt;Matsuoka&lt;/name&gt;&lt;photo XML-LINK = &quot;Simple&quot; HREF= &quot;matsuoka.jpg&quot;/&gt; &lt;/person&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Naganuma</td>
<td>soccer</td>
<td>&lt;person&gt;&lt;name&gt;Naganuma&lt;/name&gt;&lt;family&gt;... &lt;/family&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ueda</td>
<td>golf</td>
<td>&lt;person&gt;&lt;name&gt;Ueda&lt;/name&gt;&lt;family&gt;... &lt;/family&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3
A relation as a user interface.

Figure 4
System architecture.
techniques we developed for high-performance XML document storage and retrieval.

4.1 XML storage

To solve the RDB storage problem described in Chapter 2, we identified two important requirements regarding the storage of analyzed trees.

1) Links must be traversed efficiently.
2) Analyzed trees must be stored in as few pages as possible.

The basic idea is to construct a space, called an “offset space,” which is similar to a main memory space on a secondary storage, and then use it to store the analyzed tree.

An offset space is addressed using an offset ranging from 0 to 2 G. Generally, as shown in Figure 5, an offset space consists of multiple pages whose sizes range from 4 KB to 1 MB. In this regard, an offset space is very similar to a main memory space; it also has characteristics common to the file system of UNIX. We can obtain an area in this space in a way similar to the way used for main memory. Areas are obtained sequentially starting from the top page to maintain clustering (i.e., to keep them as close as possible on a disk). When an offset space overflows, new areas are obtained in the next page. Offsets are used as pointers to link the data structures, so we can use them to construct complex structures such as trees and networks. Using this mechanism, our analyzed tree can easily be stored, as shown in Figure 6. Part (a) of this figure shows the analyzed tree of Doc1 in Figure 1, and part (b) shows the analyzed tree of Doc 2. Later, this analyzed tree is improved further. Usually, the processing to traverse these links by offsets is done in a page, which makes the processing very fast and meets the first requirement described above.

Our analyzed tree has a structure that reflects the hierarchy of XML; it consists of various structures such as the node, content, attribute, and string. A node corresponds to a tag, a content to the content of a tag, and an attribute to an attribute. A feature of this structure is that we can store it in a single page in the best case. This differs from the RDB method mentioned above, achieves good clustering, minimizes I/O costs, and meets the second requirement of storage in as few pages as possible. We further improved the analyzed tree by:

1) Constructing the same types of structures as an array,
2) using the number of an array element as a link instead of an offset, then making a link include the type of the linked structure, and
3) constructing node lists corresponding to the kinds of tags.

![Figure 5](offset-space.png) Offset space.

![Figure 6](representation-offset-space.png) Representation using offset space.
That is, we improved the method shown in Figure 6 (b) into the method shown in Figure 7. The merit of improvement 1) described above is that because areas are grouped together, they can be quickly obtained.

On secondary storage, we often reconstruct pages when many areas are deleted or clustering is poor. The merit of improvement 2) is that it makes it unnecessary to update the values of links when moving structures and it enables us to compress the values of links. This is because when links are implemented by offsets, the values of links must be updated but the numbers of array elements are invariable when the structures are moved. An offset is represented by 4 bytes and the number of an array element is usually a small integer, so it is possible to compress them (4 bytes to 1 byte in the minimum case).

When searching analyzed trees, there are many cases where the specified tags must be accessed; for example, when the value of tag <child> is requested. It is expensive to traverse from the root of the analyzed tree every time this is requested. Improvement 3) enables direct access to the structure corresponding to the requested tag. Often the same tags are repeated, which makes this mechanism more effective.

If the analyzed tree is large, it is stored across many pages, and it then becomes a problem how to connect them. For example, if the pages are linked in a list, the average I/O cost to access each page is very large, but the space for links is very small. On the other hand, for example, if we let the first page have links to other pages, the average I/O cost is very small, but the size of the area for the first page is decreased and may even become too small to contain all the links. To solve this problem, we adopted a method for connecting pages as a hypercube as shown in Figure 8.

We chose a hypercube structure because it can achieve a good balance between the number of links and the average distance from the root page to other pages. (The hypercube is used in parallel computers for a similar reason; namely, because it achieves a good balance between the average distance and the number of links.)

### 4.2 Retrieval method of structured document databases

In the field of information retrieval, research has been done on retrieval methods for structured documents since the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) appeared in 1986.

However, regarding the new retrieval methods that have come from this research, R. Laeze-Yates has stated that “They are not in general as mature as the classical ones. Not only they lack the long process of testing and maturing that traditional models have enjoyed, but also many of them are primitive as software systems, having been implemented mainly as research.
The retrieval methods proposed so far are briefly described below.

- **Hybrid model**
  This method divides the document into fields and registers the field information in an index with a document ID and positional information. Many full-text search engines adopt this model because it is the simplest technique and its implementation is also easy. However, because the field is a flat structure, the Hybrid model cannot support a hierarchical structure search.

- **Overlapped Lists model**
  This method registers structural area information collectively referred to as a “region” in an index, as well as the usual word information. This method needs not only Boolean algebra but also region algebra.

- **Structure Index + Text Index model**
  This method has two kinds of indices: a structure index for the structure of documents and a text index for the content of documents. This method leads to a complex system configuration and query processing, but it can handle hierarchical structure queries.

### 4.2.1 Our system design goals

When we designed the structured document search engine, we considered the following points.

- **Large-scale document databases**
  The system should be able to support a large-scale document database. For instance, a retrieval method that uses region algebra cannot be expected to achieve high-speed retrieval in a large-scale document because the number of comparisons of positional information increases as the number of target documents increases.

- **Hierarchical structured query processing**
  The system should support not only a flat document structure, but also a hierarchical document structure. The Structure Index + Text Index model can process more complex queries than the other methods.

- **Ease of implementation**
  To make it easy to implement, the system should use existing resources as effectively as possible. The implementation cost can be reduced if we can use the framework of a traditional full-text search engine without modification.

### 4.2.2 Our model and indexing and retrieval technique

We adopted the Structure Index + Text Index model with certain modifications.

The problem with the unmodified model is that the system configuration and processing become complex, which results in a slow processing speed. Especially, in retrieval processing, the system needs to refer to the structure index and text index alternately and store temporary data. Consequently, the retrieval speed is decreased.

We solved this problem by developing a technique by which a hierarchical structure query is converted into a flat structure query by referencing just the structure index and then the optimized query is quickly processed using only the text index.8)

- **Indexing technique**
  The basic idea of the indexing technique is to allocate a field ID to each text data item of the XML element and to register it in the structure index and text index (Figure 9 (a)).

The structure index manages the hierarchi-
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Figure 9
Structure Index + Text Index model.
The structure index is one big data tree and represents the overlapped structure of documents (Figure 10). Each node in the data tree corresponds to a field. Overlapping of the structures of documents is judged according to rules, for example, rules about the positions of elements in a document, element names, and brother elements.

The text index uses the same data structure as the Hybrid model in a traditional full-text search engine. It stores the document IDs and field IDs in which query words appear.

- **Retrieval technique**

  In retrieval processing, the system makes one reference each to the structure index and text index (Figure 9 (b)). The retrieval procedure is as follows.

  1) The hierarchical structured query is expressed by the tree data. The structure of the query is verified by matching the tree data of the structure index.

  2) A hierarchical structured query is converted into a flat structure query (hybrid query) using the field ID of the node in the structured index (Figure 11).

  3) Sets of document IDs that match the query using the text index are retrieved. This step is the same as the last step of the Hybrid model search engine.

5. Conclusion

As discussed above, we think that our system can uniformly cope with various types of data, including XML documents, by combining full-text search technologies and database technologies. Also, we think that it can process a large amount of XML documents at high speed.

For high-performance retrieval, we developed a technique in which the hierarchical structure query is converted into a flat structure query by referencing just the structure index and then the optimized query is quickly processed using only the text index. As Figure 11 shows, a processing structured query created via hybrid query conversion requires an OR execution of many terms, which slows down the processing. However, our experiment on actual data shows that, on average, the processing is only five times slower than flat query processing. Our system can process 20 queries per second for a flat structure query of 1 GB of Japanese data. Considering the complexity of structured query processing, we think our approaches for structured queries is plausible.

Also, by storing the analyzed tree of XML documents in an offset space, we solved the problem...
that occurs when they are stored in an RDB. If an analyzed tree is stored in N relations, it can cost more than N pages to retrieve it; however, in our method, retrieval costs a single page in the best case, which we think leads to good efficiency. The merit of using an RDB is that it enables the use of mature technology, for example SQL. As yet, our method has been implemented only at the function-level and is primitive. A future task, therefore, will be to make our system easier to use.
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